Images of Our Time: Works from the Sarajevo Academy of Fine Arts 2015

Illustration and Comic Book Design
16 September - 31 October 2015

Pera Young
Age 15+
Pera Learning offered a new workshop for ages 15 and above, Illustration and Comic Book Design as part of the exhibition Images of Our Time: Works from the Sarajevo Academy of Fine Arts. In this workshop, participants studied various illustration techniques and styles. Illustration is a combination of art and graphic design and it can often depict surreal compositions. Today illustration is used widely in the film, advertising, and publishing industries. Following a tour of the exhibition, the participants got to know the basics of illustration techniques in comic books, narration, frame, space design, and characters. Participants got a chance to design their own short comic book story.

Mix and Match
03 October - 31 October 2015

Pera Kids
Age 4-14
Pera Learning offered a program Mix and Match as part of the exhibition Images of Our Time: Works from the Sarajevo Academy of Fine Arts. Parallel to the exhibition which strived to bring a breath of freshness and youth from the Sarajevo art scene into Pera Museum, the Mix and Match program was designed for age groups 4-6 and 7-14. The participants were able to create different projects using various media and techniques from Pera Learning’s workshop.